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Walter De Maria's creation, The Lightning Field, differs from other works of land art in a profound way: The Lightning Field has been designed as an experience with ritual-like qualities. De Maria has made a space and an order of visitation to it. He creates the opportunity for a contemplative response that is individual and shared, though not directly related to organized religious practices. Completed in 1977, the project is composed of 400 stainless steel poles arranged in a grid measuring one mile by one kilometer, carefully sited in the New Mexico desert. In contrast to the projects with which it has been associated (such as Robert Smithson's Spiral Jetty and Michael Heizer's Double Negative), De Maria thought intensely about the way his project creates a dialogue with visitors. The Lightning Field was received by art critics of the time in the context of land art or minimalism. The art historical reading of The Lightning Field, while valid, does not tell the whole story. The location of The Lightning Field is secret (one is taken there only after permissions have been secured) and De Maria "ordains" an experience that includes a required overnight stay at a rustic cabin with other guests. The Lightning Field creates a powerful experience of being removed from the day-to-day world, which focuses one's awareness in a heightened way on the elemental, facilitating reflection, personal insight or even transformation.

In this paper I am using the Way of Tea (or chado in Japanese) as a comparative device to understand ritual-like aspects The Lightning Field. It is important to note that this paper does not seek to establish that the two can be compared in a "one-to-way"; in fact, there are ways in which they are quite different, and these will also be discussed. The central point is that the Way of Tea, as a comprehensive ritual (situated within Zen Buddhism) provides an enlarged way of understanding The Lightning Field, and highlights the way that this project functions as a ritual-like setting and experience. This paper will use The Way of Tea’s ritual devices: 1: invitation and authority, 2: secrecy and taboos, 3: prescribed movements, 4: symbolic objects, and 5: spatial and temporal control, to unlock new insights into The Lightning Field. I draw upon the ritual theory scholarship of both Catherine Bell and Ronald Grimes, and the work of anthropologist (and tea practitioner) Jennifer Anderson.

Several published accounts of visitors to The Lightning Field will be discussed, with the effect that it and De Maria's designed encounter had on their (changing) perceptions of self and cosmos. Published accounts of visitors to The Lightning Field illuminate the ritual-like aspects of the project. For example, John Beardsley and Melinda Wortz, both art critics, published widely different accounts of their experiences of the project after it first became available to visitors. Beardsley railed against the format (the “ritual”) for visiting The Lightning Field, writing how he felt it to be precluding him from an experience of the project, rather than seeing the artist's format as an integral part of the project. Melinda Wortz, on the other hand, wrote eloquently about the project's power to shift perception. Her writing is a meditation on the project in its totality, discussing the beauty she found in the wilderness landscape on the long drive to the project and describing the conversations she had with other guests. In later writings, Beardsley focuses on The Lightning Field as a project that engages the sublime, revealing his revised reception of the project. A third visitor, Robert Eaton, described his experience of The Lightning Field in his book that chronicled his travels in New Mexico. With no background in the visual arts, but with a desire to explore every inch of his adopted state, Eaton visits the project with his wife. His reception of
the project changed dramatically over the course of twenty-four hours, and demonstrates *The Lightning Field*'s ability to shift consciousness due to its ritual format.

I visited *The Lightning Field* in 2000; and began research and writing on project soon after. But my interest in *The Lightning Field* is seemingly life-long. I am fascinated with this project's extremely beautiful engagement with time (including the required 24 hour stay - with strangers - in the refurbished 100 year old homesteader Log Cabin) and space (the vast desert and the intimate Log Cabin). Most published accounts spend their time analyzing the field of poles, while what mesmerizes me is the process of visitation and the Log Cabin as a space and as place of encounter. This was where I saw a relationship with the *Way of Tea* - which is not just a “tea ceremony” but a comprehensive setting/experience including garden, tea house or room, implements, prescribed and movements, among other devices - that for me resonated with *The Lightning Field* and De Maria’s prescriptions for its engagements. The *Way of Tea* reveals ritual-like aspects of *The Lightning Field* and enlarges our understanding of this pioneering work of land art.
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